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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a chemical 2 capable of reacting with itself to form a stable trimer 
Z, _ This can happen in two ways-by the formation of a dimer Z, which then 
undergoes a further reaction 
22 -. k; ’ 22, z,+ZK”Z3, 1 
or by direct formation of the trimer 
kg 3Z-----+Z,. (2) 
Now if the dimer molecule 2, is unstable, i.e., if the reaction rate k-, 3 l/c is 
large, little 2, will be formed; moreover, formation of a molecule of 2, by the 
reaction scheme (1) essentially requires the juxtaposition of three molecules of 
2, as does formation of 2, by scheme (2). Th us it appears reasonable that the 
two processes should be very similar for small t, both reducing to pure diffusion 
of 2 without formation of 2, in the limit as E + 0. Our goals are to answer for 
small E the question: to what order in E must observation on the concentration of Z 
be made in order to determine if the indirect process (1) is involved rather than the 
direct process (2), and to provide asymptotic expansions for the concentrations of 
2 and 2, . We shall show that in the presence of active diffusion observation need 
be made of first-order terms only, whereas without diffusion at least second-order 
terms must be determined. 
Let u, V, and w denote the concentrations of Z, Z, , and Z, , respectively, for 
the first reaction scheme. Then the law of mass action with diffusion gives for (1) 
the system of differential equations 
uL - c,Au = 2~-% - 2k@ - k,uv, 
v, - c,Av = ---Iv + k,u2 - k2uz’, 
wt - c3Aw = k,uv. 
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To this set of equations must be added boundary and initial conditions For 
convenience we consider a one-dimensional problem (d = P/8x2) on 0 < x < 1; 
we consider Neumann boundary conditions, as these are of greatest physical 
interest: 
ua(t, 0) = U&, 1) = r&(t, 0) = Zl,(r, 1) = =4&, 0) = %(4 1) = 0. w 
We consider only rather special initial conditions: 
UK44 =.f(x) b 0, v(0, x) = w(0, cc) = 0, (3 
since considerable mathematical simplicity results from this choice and since 
this choice corresponds to the physically interesting situation of only substrate 
present at time zero. The method of treatment, however, is not dependent on 
this simplifying choice of data. Our concern is with the behavior as E -+0-t of 
solutions of (3-5); in particular, the connection (if any) between u, w and U, FV, 
where the latter solve 
u* - c,A u = -3k,U3, 
W,-c,AW=kJP, 
U,(t, 0) = U,(t, 1) = W&, 0) = W&t, 1) = 0, 
WJ 4 = S(4, W(0, cc) = 0. 
This is the corresponding problem for the reaction scheme (2); here we anticipate 
that k8 = ck,k, , since this is the case if there is no diffusion ([IO], a result that 
is also established here). 
As a mathematical problem, (3-5) is of the “singular” singular perturbation 
variety since multiplying the first two equations of (3) by E and then setting E = 0 
yields only 
37 = 0, 
Wt - c37J!m = 0, 
which is insufficient to specify the limiting behavior of U. Moreover, using the 
limiting behavior ZI = 0 in the first equation of (3) yields 
which is not the correct limiting equation for zl-in the limit of no reaction, EL 
should satisfy the diffusion equation ut = cr~l,, . 
Ordinary differential equations corresponding to (3) have been much studied 
in recent years [7-9, 11-121. Such problems for Iinear partial differential equa- 
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tions are treated in [3] and [4]; systems of first-order nonlinear partial differential 
equations of a special form are studied in [2, 51. Here we shall exploit the usual 
inner-outer asymptotic expansion in powers of E for u, v, and w and the techni- 
ques of [l] for establishing the correctness of the resulting expansion. We shall 
not give a full expansion, although with a modification noted later our methods 
are adequate to obtain it, but shall only obtain terms enough to get equations 
equivalent to (6) for the first-order (in 6) bevavior of u and second-order beha- 
vior of w, because this is sufficient for our purpose. 
It should be noted that the methods developed here are adequate to treat a 
very general class of nonlinear reaction-diffusion equations containing small 
coefficients. 
Incidental to other work, we shall show that (3) and (4) has only nonnegative 
solutions if the initial data are nonnegative, as we assume. By a solution of 
(3)-(5) we mean a triple u, V, w E C(lJ)((O, T) x (0, 1)) n C(OJ)((O, T] x 
[0, I]) n C([O, T] x [0, I]) satisfying (3) in (0, T) x (0, I), the boundary 
conditions (4) for t E (0, T], and the initial conditions (5) for x E (0, 1). We do 
not prove existence for (3)-(5), but merely assume it, since we are interested 
primarily in the asymptotic behavior of such solutions. We therefore assume that 
the initial dataf(x) has such regularity as is required for existence and for the 
calculations to follow; in particular, we assume that f satisfies the consistency 
conditions f’(0) = f’( 1) = 0. 
In the following section we obtain, to orders in E sufficient for our purpose, 
formal asymptotic expansions for u and v. Then we establish lemmas which 
will be used subsequently to provide bounds for solutions of systems like (3). 
In Section 4 we establish the asymptotic correctness of these formal expansions; 
finally, we obtain the asymptotic expansion of w. 
2. DERIVATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION 
Noting that the first two equations of (3) uncouple from the third, we can 
obtain asymptotic expansions for u and v without considering w, and then use 
these expansions in the right-hand side of the third equation of (3) to obtain the 
asymptotic expansion for w. Here we obtain expansions for u and u; the expansion 
for w will be obtained in Section 5. 
Proceeding in the usual manner [6] for singularly perturbed equations, we 
assume that u and v can be expanded in the form 
u = zz E u. + a1 + *.., 
v = 6 3 v. + EVl + 2v2 + “‘; 
here we have indicated the number of terms that we shall seek. 
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Substituting into (3) and equating coefficients of various powers of E, we are 
led to the system of equations 
uo = 0, (7) 
a1 = k,U,2, (8) 
-Uo,t T Clql,.m = 0, (9) 
7J2 = 2&T - Cl) f+uo.m + 2k+&a: T 2k,u,u, -- k,&&13, (10) 
--%.t 7- Cl%,-cX T 4k,(c, - Cl) U&),~~ + 4k,c&, - 3k,k& = 0 (11) 
.” 
for %I > f% > no 1 a1 > and TJ~ .
Treating these expansions formally and setting zi = ug --- EZ+ , we find that, 
to first order in E, 
-6, + clu,, = 4Ekl(c1 - c2) G,, - 4~klc,G,’ -t 3Eklk,G3, (12) 
which does indeed differ markedly from the first equation of (6) provided di@sion 
is present. This justifies our earlier remark that first order (in C) observations 
suffice to distinguish the reaction schemes (I) and (2) in the presence of diffusion. 
K’ote that, since c1 > ca in the physical situation, the effect of diffusion is most 
marked when I&, < 0, for then the first two terms on the right-hand side of (12) 
have the same sign. Thus, in distinguishing (1) from (2) experimentally, the 
initial concentration of 2 should be chosen to satisfy S” < 0. 
Equation (12) will not be further treated here, because (7))( 1 I) are far more 
convenient computationally. 
The outer expansions zi and 8 introduced above cannot satisfy all the innial 
and boundary conditions, as is readily seen. We therefore introduce the inner 
expansions II and Q along t = 0 by 
As is customary, we let l7 and $2 be functions of E, x, and the “stretched“ 
variable 7 E tic. We require that 17 and .Q tend to zero as E -+ 0, for each t > 0, 
faster than any power of B, so that ITand Sz will have the behavior characteristic of 
boundary layers. One finds easily that 
Here the variables ii and 6 are understood to be evaluated at f = ~7. 
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Substituting the expansions for I7 and L? and equating to zero the the coefi- 
cient of c+, we get 
-To,7 + 2% = 0, (15) 
-w0,7 + wo = 0. (16) 
With ZIP = 0, we let u. satisfy (9) and the initial and boundary conditions pres- 
cribed for u. Then, since u0 + rr,, must satisfy the initial conditions for u, we 
have that nc,(O, X) = 0. Now v. + w. must similarly satisfy the initial conditions 
for V, so ~~(0, X) = 0; it follows from (16) that w0 G 0 and then from (15) that 
no = 0. 
We determine rI and w1 now. Using V~ = w0 = 0 and equating to zero the 
coefficients of co in (13) and (14), we find that z-r and w1 must satisfy 
--7”1,7 + 2w, = 0, (17) 
-w1,7 - w1 = 0. (18) 
Since 21r = K,uo2 and since ~1~ + w1 must vanish at 7 = 0 in order that 
z~s + w0 + E(V~ + wl) satisfy the initial conditions for 7;‘, we must have ~~(0, x) 
= --K,~(x)~. Thus from (18) we have 
q(7, x) = -k&x)2 e-7. 
Since f’(0) =f’(l) = 0 and since u,,,(t, 0) = uo,%((t, 1) = 0, we see that 
TJ~ + w1 satisfies homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. 
We require that zcl satisfy the linear nonhomogeneous parabolic equation (11) 
and the homogeneous boundary conditions z+($ 0) = u&t, 1) = 0; the 
initial data for ur will be selected shortly. From (17) and our determination of wr , 
7rl(T, 22) = 2k,f(x)2 CT + [n-1(0, x) - 2k,f(x)2]. 
It follows that rI will have boundary layer behavior only if ~~(0, x) = 2k,f(x)’ 
for zl, + (ur + rI) to satisfy the initial condition for u. Thus u1 is determined, 
and u1 + 7~~ satisfies homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions at x = 0 and 
x= 1. 
There remains only to determine wz . From equating to zero the coefficient 
of E in (14) we get that 
-wz,< -I- wkxx - w2 + 2k,u,rr, - k2uowl = 0. 
Evaluating this for r fixed at E = 0, we require that w2 satisfy the ordinary 
differential equation 
w2,s + w2 = C2Qkex + 2WW ‘?TI - U-(4 WI 
= [-2k,cz(f’2 +fl”) + 4k,2f3 + klk2f3] e-’ 
f p(x) e-T’. 
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Thus we must have 
W2(T, x) = w,(O, x) e-7 t p(x) re-T, 
which has the character of a boundary layer regardless of the choice of the 
initial data ~~(0, x), because ~e-~ = remTj2 . e-r/2 and re-7/2 is bounded uni- 
formly in 7 >, 0. 
Since va is given by (10) and v2 -I- w2 must vanish at 7 = 0, we get for w2 the 
initial condition 
02(0, x) = -2k1(c2 - C1)ffn - 2K,c,f'2 -r R&P * 4fi,y3. 
Since w~,~(O, X) = -2k,(c, - cl)ff”’ and p’(x) = -2RJf”’ at x” = 0 or 3, (u* 
does not satisfy homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, but rather 
w~,%(T, x) = -[2k,(c, - cl)ffIN + 2k,c,ff”7] e-* 
at x=0, 1. 
This completes the formal construction of the asymptotic representation of z* 
and v. The failure of w2 to satisfy homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions 
causes some difficuhy in proving the correctness of the expansion just derived. 
We shall, however, prove that 
u = ug + q + ErrI f 0(&Q), 
0 = ET+ + E2V2 + EWI + E%J2 f cqq. 
If more terms in the expansion are desired, then it is necessary to introduce 
corner layers (terms which are asymptotically zero except near the corners (0, 0) 
and (0, 1)) to correct for the failure of the boundary layers along t = 0 to 
satisfy the boundary conditions. To obtain these terms one sets 
u=zi+17+c,, v=B-+QnqC,, 
ci = ci,O + &,,l + E’Ci,2 f ..‘) 
where the Ci are functions of E and the stretched variables t/c, “/&‘a, and 
(1 - X)/C / 1 2. Standard boundary layers along x = 0 and x = 1 must also be 
anticipated. We shall not pursue these matters further here other than to remark 
that our method of establishing asymptotic correctness continuous to apply. 
3. SOME LEMMAS 
Throughout this section L, and L, will denote the coupled linear parabohe 
operators 
L,[u, v] = -ut + au,, f bu + ct7, 
L,[u, v] = -vt + cv,, + ev +fu, 
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where a-f are continuous bounded functions of (t, x) with a and d positive and 
c and f nonnegative. The following maximum principle, similar to one in [lo, 
p. 1901, provides the basis for proving the correctness of the asymptotic expan- 
sion. 
LEMMA 1. Let L,[u, v] < 0, L,[u, v] < 0 on (0, T) x (0, I), where u, v > 0 
for t = 0 and u, , v:,<Ofo~x=O,u,,v,.Ofo~x=1. Thenu,v>O 
throughout [0, T] x [0, 11. 
Proof. Suppose first that all inequalities in the statement of the lemma are 
strict. Suppose the lemma is false, and let t be the supremum of all t such that 
u > 0, 21 > 0 on [0, t) x [0, 11. Then by continuity u(t, x) > 0, u(f, x) > 0, and 
either zl(t, X) = 0 or v(f, Z) = 0 for some 2, 0 < x < 1. Assume first that the 
former holds. If 0 < f < 1, then u&t, a) 3 0, ut(f, 3) < 0, soL,[~, v] (t, X) > 0, 
a contradiction. If x = 0, then u,(t, 5) < 0, so for some 6 > 0 we have 
u(& E + 8) < 0, a contradiction. A similar contradiction holds if z = 1. The 
case ~(t, 2) = 0 is handled in the same way. 
We return to the case of nonstrict inequalities. The polynomial x2 - $X + 2 
has no real roots and hence has a positive lower bound y on [0, 11. Choose a 
number j3 satisfying 
P> max t t max ‘b+r$@ e [O,TlX[O,11 Y) +f+$)/ > 
and let for 6 > 0 
2% = u + 6(x2 - 543 + 2) eBt, 
5 = v + 6(x2 - 5x/3 $ 2) est. 
Then 
Ll[@, ti] = LJu, v] - ((p - b - c) (x2 - 5x/3 + 2) - 2u} SeBt < 0, 
L,[a, a] = L,[u, v] - ((p - e - f) (x2 - 5x/3 + 2) - 2d) Sept < 0. 
We also have ~(0, x) > 0, ~(0, X) > 0; at x = 0 we have i& = u, - Seat/3 < 0, 
flz < 0; at x = 1 we have z& = u, + Seat/3 > 0, ?J$ > 0. It follows from what we 
established above that a, 5 > 0. On letting 6 + 0 we get that u > 0, v > 0, as 
desired. 
A corresponding result holds for a single parabolic inequality. 
COROLLARY 1. For each E > 0 the Neumann problem (3)-(5) has only non- 
negative solutions. 
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ProoJ. Let U, u, ui be a solution of (3)-(5) and let 
Gih 41 = -d t 1- 43: - [2Jw t k,v] 4 c 245 
Q+, $1 = -$t + c2gJaz - [c-l + k&l #. 
‘I’hen &[u, n] = 0, .&[u, ZI] = -kK,u2 < 0, and the nonnegativity of u and v 
follows from the lemma. Consequently, from 
-wt + c3wBe = -k,uv <O 
and the lemma for a single inequality, the nonnegativity of w follows, 
COROLLARY 2. Let M = max usmBj (2). Thenfor the solution u, v, w of(3)-(5) 
we have that 
0 < u < A&f, 0 < v < <klM2, 0 < w < eklk,.M3T 
uniformly jar (t, x) E [0, T] x [0, I] and E sz@cient@ small. 
Proof. Let U; V; and @ satisfy Eqs. (3)-(4) an d initial data ~(0, x) = N -G 
max,sa&(X), ~(0, X) = 0, ~(0, X) = 0. We shall first establish some elementary 
properties of these functions. By Corollary I, ZZ, 6, and @ are nonnegative. 
Observe that, by the spatial homogeneity of the problem for ti, g, and a, deriva- 
tives with respect to x of these quantities vanish identically. By adding the 
appropriate multiples of Eqs. (3) we find that 
(u+ 2a+ 3q, =o, 
and consequently ii f M for all t and E > 0. Now @ satisfies 
so 4 -= &,iIP - r: satisfies 
‘The nonnegativity of 4 is now a consequence of Lemma 1 (for a single inequality-), 
and the bound 0 < B < ck,M2 follows. Since ?Z satisfies ati < ~klk,M3, it 
follows also that 0 < @ < Ek,k,M3T uniformly in (t, X) E [0, T] x [O, I]. 
Let z = E - &Ie-2%Mt and observe that ~(0, X) = 0, ,z+(t, X) = 0 for x = 
0, 1. Moreover, z and v satisfy the system 
-xt - [2k,z1] z + [26-l - k,tc] B = -2k,(M - C) LVFe2T;lMi < 0, 
--vt - [c-l + k,Gj B = -kR,a2 < 0. 
The uniform boundedness of ii- guarantees that the coefficient i2c-l - k&j will 
be nonnegative for sufficiently small E > 0, and Lemma 1 then guarantees that 
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x > 0. Consequently u is bounded below uniformly in E small and (t, X) E 
[O, T] x [0, l] for any T > 0. 
NOW set 4 = % - u, # = V - v. By elementary computation we find that $, 
and $ satisfy the following equations: 
-45, + 4zr - [2k,(~ + 4 + &J] d + p-1 - Qq 4 = 0, (19) 
-#t + %&lzz - [e-l + &?4 $ + [k,(~ + 21) - WI 4 = 0. (20) 
Since by the foregoing we have that u > 0, Al > 6 for some 6 > 0, and ti = O(E), 
it follows that for small enough E > 0 the coefficient of rj in (20) is nonnegative. 
Similarly, the coefficient of z+G in (19) is nonnegative for small E. By Lemma 1 we 
get that 4 > 0, Z,!J > 0, which establishes two of the desired bounds. 
Now 0 z ?D - w satisfies 
-et + c3ez3: = --K,(w - Uv) = --kz[vu(~ - u) + a(5 - q] ,< 0, 
and the nonnegativity of 0 and thus the upper bound on w follows from Lemma 1 
(for one inequality). This concludes the proof of the corollary. 
The following comparison theorem is a straightforward extension of the proof 
above. 
COROLLARY 3. Let zi, ‘77, and ti satisfy (3) and (4) and the initial conditions 
qo, x> = g(x) 2 f(x), qo, x) = 0, zqo, x) = 0 (0 < x < 1). 
Then 2i(t, x) > u(t, x), d(t, x) > v(t, x), Z;(t, x) 3 w(t, x). 
COROLLARY 4. The solution of (3)-(5) is unique. 
These results extend readily to more general initial data. 
LEMMA 2. Let L, , L, be as above with u, v, 0, , and e2 continuously diSJeeren- 
tiable on [0, T] x [0, 1] and satisfying 
I qu, 41 G --~a4 , 41 on (0, T) x (0, 1) (i = 1, 2), 
I U(O,~I G 4(0,4, I a41 G e,(o, 4 (0 < x < 1)) 
a4 I %x(4 q < - -- (6 01, ax (0 < t e T), 
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Prooj. Considering first 8r - u, f.& - v, we have that 
as well as 
8, - u > 0, 8, - v >, 0 at ! -= i-j , 
%I,, - u, < 0, %z,e - v, < 0 at x = 0, 
f&z - % 3 0, ezsz - vz > 0 at x = 1. 
Hence, by Lemma 1, 8i > u, &a >, ‘u throughout [O, r] x [O, l]. Considering 
now 8, + u, 8, + v in the same manner, we get the reverse inequalities. 
The functions 0, , t?, are called barrier functions for u and U. Again we observe 
that a corresponding result holds for the case of a single operator and a single 
dependent variable U. 
4. PROOF OF ASYMPTOTIC CORRECTNESS 
The following proof of the asymptotic correctness of the expansion differs 
methodologically from most such proofs in that correctness to one order in E 
is used in establishing correctness to the next higher order. In this regard 
Corollary 2 to Lemma 1 can be viewed as a statement of zeroth-order correctness. 
Throughout this section it is to be understood that the variable 7 is replaced 
in aIi its occurrences with t/e. 
TIIEOREM 1. Let 
U===U,fG ‘, v = E(V1 f (01) T a. (21) 
Then G = O(E), R = O(E) as E -+ 0+, unz~ovmZy ifi (t, x) E [O, T] x [0, 11 for 
any T>O. 
Proof. By Corollary 2 to Lemma 1 we know that e and g are bounded 
uniformly in c small and (t, x) E [0, T] x [0, I], where G and iT are defined by 
(21). It is not difficult to show that G and w satisfy the linear system 
L,[G, N] E -G$ + c$,, - 2k,(u, + u) G + 2R = -2w, + O(E), cw 
u) @ = O(1); W! 
we have also that G and B satisfy homogeneous initial and Neumann boundary 
conditions. Choose a constant M such that / 2w, / < M&if and such that the 
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terms denoted by O(C) and O(1) on the right sides of (22) and (23) satisfy 
1 O(E)[ < MC, j O(l)[ < Min [0, T] x [0, I]. With 01, Nr, and Na nonnegative 
numbers to be chosen, set 
8, = <A$(1 - e-+) + 4, 
19~ = eN2elYt. 
These two functions satisfy homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions and 
are nonnegative at t = 0; furthermore they satisfy 
-L,[B, , 6J > Nle-tJE + ,(a - 2N.J >, Meet/’ + MC, 
-A?, ,‘%I 2 Nz - MN, + 1) sv(~o + 4 b M 
provided we choose 
Nl = M, 
N2 = M + k,(N, + 1) 
(t,s)s:ik [O I, @O + u)y 
es&all ’ 
a = M $2N, . 
Thus, by Lemma 2, 0, and 8, are barrier functions for G and R, proving the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let 
u = q, + ++ f ~1) + G v = E(Vl + UJ + 2(VZ + W‘J + E2H. 
Then G = O(A2), H = O(&j2) as E -+ O+, unijormly in (t, x) E [0, T] x [0, I]. 
Moreover, ;ff(O)f”‘(O) =f(l)f”(l) = 0, then G = O(E), H = O(E). 
Proof. By Theorem 1, G and H are bounded. Somewhat tedious calculation 
shows that G and H satisfy 
L,[G, NJ = -Gt + clGsz - 4k,u,G + 2H = J(t, x, 6) $ O(E), 
L,[G, H] = -Ht + c2Hzz - $ H + $ k,u,G 
= - + k,(4k, + k,)f2(uo - f) e&It + O(l), 
(24) 
(25) 
where J(t, x, 6) satisfies i J(t, x, l )/ < Mectjzc for some constant M. 
Let 4 = u. - f. Then + satisfies homogeneous initial and Neumann boundary 
conditions and the diffusion equation 
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Let K = cr ~up,,~~~r jf”(x)]; then it is easy to see that IQ is a barrier function 
for 9, and thus \ u0 - f j < Kt. Since &It = l (t/c) f?-t,‘E < E const. for t >, 0, 
we see that the right-hand side of (25) is b ounded uniformly in x, t, and E small. 
Since (24) and (25) are linear, we break the estimation of G and N into three 
subproblems: 
:A) -UG > %I = Q(4, UG, rr,l = O(l), 
homogeneous initial and Neumann boundary conditions; 
W LEG, > 41 = J(x, t, ~1, L[Gz , &I = 0, 
homogeneous initial and Neumann boundary conditions; 
cc> LEG, , &I = 0, UG, , 41 = 0, 
homogeneous initial conditions, and 
G.Ir(4 4 = 0, j H.&t, x)1 < Me-t+ for x = 0, 1. 
If 0; and #$ are barrier functions for Gi and Hf (i = 1, 2, 3), then chrly 
9, + 8, + 8, and #r + & + #a are barrier functions for G = G, + G, $- G, 
and H = H, + El, + Ha . The third problem is present only if j(O)f”‘(O) # 0 
or iff(l)f”(l) # 0, for only then does the boundary layer ~a , and hence N, fair 
to satisfy homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. 
SUBPR~BLEM h. Let ) O(E)\ < ME, / O(l)\ < M; then one sees readily that 
0, s <eBt, $I E deat 
satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2 and thus are barrier functions for Gr and 14, 
provided that 
N = M + 2k, sup uo(t, x), 8 = M $ 2N. 
r.oO,nx P,ll 
SUBPROBLEM 3. Let / j(x, t, c)I < M~T-~/~~, 
where IV, p > 0 are to be chosen. 0, and & wiII be barrier functions for 47, and 
N, provided 
N = 2k,M sup ua, /3 = 2N;M, 
[O,-nX to,11 
as is readily seen. 
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SUBPROBLEM C. Here we let 
#3 _= ,1/24 [ 1 _ e-t/2E (1 _ e-z’E1’2 + e-(1-z)‘E1’2 )] + E1/2N2evt, 
2 + 4% 
with y, Nr , and Ns positive constants at our disposal. We find that 
-$3,0(t, 0) = #3,z(t, 1) = NIe-t/2t(l - e-1/C1’2)/(2 + 4~s) > Me--t/2E, 
provided we choose NI = 4M(l + 2~s). By elementary calculation and simple 
estimates we find that 
--L,[O, , 431 3 ~l’~[y - 2N, - 2N,] > 0, 
-L2[03 g3] > NlE-1/2e-t/2t [ -$ ( 1 2 ) 
2c2 
- , 2+4c,- 2 + 4c2 1 
+ c-1’2eYt[N2 - 2klu,,] > 0, 
provided we require further that 
N2 = 2k, sup u,, , Y = 2W1 + N2). 
[O>TlX P,ll 
Therefore, by Lemma 2, 8, and #s are barrier functions for Gs and Hs . 
Theorem 2 now follows. 
5. EXPANSION OF w 
Having established asymptotic expansions for u and V, we are now ready to 
obtain an expansion for W. Into the third equation of (3) we substitute the 
expansions for u and v to get that 
wt - c,w,, = k,uz: = cklk,u,,3 - Eklkzf zuoe-t/c 
+ ~2hiPMc, - 4 uouo,zz + 2kw:s + Wou, - G,~,31 
+ O(E2) J + o(E5’2), 
where J denotes a boundary layer, that is, j J(x, t, c)] < const. e-tj26. Proceeding 
as before, we assume that 
w = EW1 + E2W2 + -.. + EAl + 23, + “‘) 
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where the wi form the outer expansion and the Ai form the inner expansion. We 
find readily that 
We let w1 satisfy (26) plus homogeneous initial and Neumann boundary condi- 
tions; then A, must vanish at 7 = 0, and A, = 0 follows. Now, rather than taking 
j ‘2.7 = --R1k2f3e-T, we instead require that A,,, = -k,k,f (x)’ ZLJET, x) e-7; then 
X2(7, x, 6) 
= ~lkf3e-T + b&f2 lo7 lY(x> - u o( ES, x)] e-s ds + [h&O, x) -- klk2f(x)3j. 
w9 
Since we have shown earlier that / f(x) - uo(t, x) / < , we have easily that 
1 Jy V(x) - uo(s, x)] e-s as / < ER[l - (T -+ 1) e-q. (29) 
Our choice of A, differs from that customarily made by containing terms which 
are usually included in us and A, . In order for A, to be a boundary layer to first 
order, we must have X,(0, x, C) = klk2f(x)3, and hence 
wz(O, x) = --K,k,f(x)3. 
Thus A, and wa are completely determined, and A, + wa satisfies homogeneous 
initial and boundary conditions. 
Letting 
w = EW1 + ““(W2 + A,) + 2x, 
we find easily that I< satisfies 
Kt - c&lc = J(f, x, c) + Q(“1’2), 
where / J(1, x, c)\ < const. e- / t *<. Using Lemma 2, one sees easily that 
M,E(I - e-t/2’) + M2&i2e4t 
is a barrier function for K for suitable constants M, , M, , and a > 0. Letting /$ 
= k,k,f 3e-*/E be the conventional boundary layer term, from (28) and (29) 
above we have that A, = A, + O(E). Therefore we have proved the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. w = EWE + c2(w2 f 1,) f O(c5j2) uniformly in E small and 
(6 x) E [O, Tl x [O, Il. 
From the form of Eqs. (26) and (27) we see that second-order (in G) terms are 
the first to differ from the solution W of (6). Thus, in terms of absolute sensitivity 
of instrumentation required to distinguish the reaction schemes (1) and (2), 
it is better for sufficiently small E to monitor the concentration of substrate 2 
rather than the concentration of endproduct 2,) provided the experiment is 
so designed that diffusion plays a significant role. 
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